
People joke about drunks seeing pink  

But it is not  

Alcohol,                                                and some illnesses of the 

can cause delusions.   

This is when people think,                     or   

things are real or       when they aren’t.  

A  person may think they have good 

control and judgment. But the alcohol 

in a few    slows responses and affects 

their   

If they get behind a   their over-confidence adds  

to the delusion of driving safely. 

This leads to    

Many    

on the roads are the result. 



Join the dots starting at the arrow and continuing to 127.   
People who use marijuana lose their short term memory.   

Don’t risk losing your memory!   
This animal is known for having a good memory.   

Color in the picture. 



Unscramble the names 
of the colors,  
then color me in! 



Fill in the crossword with the upper case, underlined words in the text below.  

Work out the number of letters in each word and where it could fit in the  

crossword.  There may be a couple of tricky ones, so don't get caught!   

(The first two are done for you.) 

CANNABIS comes from the MARIJUANA plant and it is often smoked 

as a JOINT.  The TAR in it can cause CANCER.   

The chemical which it contains, called THC, can cause BRAIN  DAMAGE  

AS the CELLS are destroyed.  This can cause MEMORY  LOSS,   

MENTAL  ILLNESS,   DEPRESSION  and  DESPAIR.   

Using the drug can also affect the IMMUNE   SYSTEM, increasing  

INFECTIONS.  IT  can also cause FERTILITY problems for both a  

MAN and a woman so that they can’t have children.   

SO stay away from this drug! 



Color in every shape that has a dot in it.   
Leave the shapes with no dot blank.   

You will find what you can do  
so that you have a happy life. 



Be careful not to take any wrong turns as there 
may be some tricks.  When you have found your 
way, look up the Bible texts in the maze and find 
out what they say about walking in the right path.  
Try learning the texts from memory so that they will 
help you to always choose the right path in life. 



Find at least 12 differences between the children at the top 
and the children at the bottom. 
God gives us instructions in the Bible for how to live our lives 
happily.  Follow the instructions below to learn three things 
God wants us to do.   

• Cross out all the words ending in “ing” 
• Cross out all the girl's names 
• Cross out all the names of shapes 
• Cross out all words that rhyme with heart 
Read 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18 to check your answer.    

Be enjoying 
Renee joyful 

circle always; 
running pray 

start Beth 
continually; 

cart give 
square thanks 

loving in all 
dart praying 

circumstances, 
for this  

diamond Jill is 
God’s loving  

will giving  
triangle for 

Amy you in art 
Christ Jesus. 
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